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Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the 
same as the number at the top of this page.

Pull out Resource Booklet 93401R from the centre of this booklet.

Carefully read the instructions on page 2 of this booklet.

Answer ALL three questions in this booklet. Each question is worth 8 marks.

If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back 
of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–24 in the correct order and that none of 
these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF 
THE EXAMINATION.
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INSTRUCTIONS

The materials in Resource Booklet 93401R will enable you to become familiar with the theme and 
contexts of this examination: Human migration.

Your answers to ALL three questions must incorporate a wide range of case studies from around the 
world, as well as information and ideas BOTH from the materials provided in the resource booklet and 
from your studies in geography.

Note: Key ideas should not be repeated in your answers to different questions.

Space for planning has been provided on pages 4, 10, and 16 of this booklet that will help you 
prepare your responses. The questions on page 3 are repeated on their respective planning pages.

Begin your answer for Question One on page 5, for Question Two on page 11, and for Question Three 
on page 17.
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QUESTION ONE (8 marks)

Critically evaluate and justify whether cultural OR natural factors are the more significant in causing 
global migration. 

Your answer must include:
• specific information from the resource booklet
• knowledge and insight you have gained from your studies in Geography
• convincing communication
• relevant original and / or effective visuals, such as maps, graphs, and diagrams.

Use page 4 to plan your ideas, and begin your answer to Question One on page 5.

QUESTION TWO (8 marks)

Perspectives are bodies of thought, theories, or world views that shape people’s values.

Critically analyse, from a range of perspectives, both the positive and negative implications of migration.

Your answer must include:
• specific information from the resource booklet
• knowledge and insight you have gained from your studies in Geography
• convincing communication
• relevant original and / or effective visuals, such as maps, graphs, and diagrams.

Use page 10 to plan your ideas, and begin your answer to Question Two on page 11.

QUESTION THREE (8 marks)

Discuss the future of migration.

Your answer must include:
• specific information from the resource booklet
• knowledge and insight you have gained from your studies in Geography
• convincing communication.

Use page 16 to plan your ideas, and begin your answer to Question Three on page 17.
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Scholarship exemplar for Geography 93401 2016 Total score 14 

Q Grade score Annotation 

1 5 The candidate states a clear argument in the introduction. Evaluation is 
clear, weighing up the significance. Integration of evidence both within, and 
outside, of the resource.  

More evidence across the answer would help to be more convincing. A 
greater range of ideas needed to strengthen the response. A slightly 
unbalanced argument in terms of cultural factors. 

2 5 The candidate shows clear understanding of the perspectives. Insightful, 
with clear communication.  

Evidence was limited in parts of the analysis. The visuals were not explicitly 
referred too and integrated. A great range of ideas would strengthen the 
response. Overall, clear critical analysis. 

3 4 The candidate shows clear use of geographic terms (change), knowledge, 
and skills. Some insight demonstrated (however, this is the weakest of the 
three answers). 

Only some discussion. Basing the discussion on the trends in migration, 
then looking to the future would strengthen the answer. Some use of 
evidence integrated. Needs more ideas to form a convincing discussion.  

 




